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	Title: Dust in the Wind: A Wind Erosion Analysis 
	School: Liberty Middle School Joes CO
	Sponsor: Linda Niccoli 
	Abstract:  In this project there was a testing chamber made out of a five gallon drum and a leaf blower set to around 7 mph. There was also four testing scenarios; Corn Residue, Cover Crop, compost, and the control. The first one that was tested was corn residue which wasn’t the best scenario since it wasn’t possible to get it straight out of the field. The second one that was tested was the cover crop; it was planted a couple weeks before testing so it could germinate and develop a root system. This one had the least amount of wind erosion.  The third one that was tested was compost which was supposed to be more of a manure instead of compost. This one had an exceptional amount of wind erosion.  The last one that was tested was the control since this one was just plain soil this one also had an exceptional amount of wind erosion also. The data was collected by sweeping out the barrel which was a little difficult to do considering there was little ridges that the dirt kept falling into. The loss dirt was then massed and recorded. For the corn residue and cover crop the loss organic matter and that was also massed and recorded.  The results were then copied onto a table then put onto a bar graph.  
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